
D2 Redesign Workshop – Notes    8/14/18 
 
To focus attention on community concerns about the developer’s proposed design of the D2
Block in Union Square, Philip Parsons (USQ resident, retired urban planner, and leader of the
USQ design project for the Audi Urban Future Initiative) set up a design workshop in
consultation with Bill Cavellini, co-chair of the Union Square Neighborhood Council, on August 1
to explore possible alternative solutions to addressing those concerns.  There was some
urgency to the work, as the Design Review Committee meets on Monday August 20 to review
the developer’s current plans for the D2 project in a Public Hearing.  See design sketches here.
 
Three teams were established, each focused on developing, with quick sketches and notes,
alternative approaches, to give the community something specific to react to.  Teams 1 and 2
were staffed by volunteer design professionals with a long history of involvement in Union
Square redevelopment.  Team 1 focused on a radical redesign of the developer’s scheme, while
Team 2 worked on adapting the developer’s published scheme, making significant adjustments
to improve the public space and access to the T, while making part of the large garage roof a
public space. Team 3 was staffed by local community activists with long histories of
engagement with urban planning, open space, and redevelopment issues. Team 3 worked on a
radical redesign with similarities to the Team 1 approach.

1. Tim Talun (practicing architect and USQ resident); Anne Tate Somerville resident,
co-chair CAC, urban designer and professor at the Rhode Island School of Design)

2. Janne Corneil (urban designer, designer for USQ Audi project , Harvard Design
School instructor); Sarah Radding (USQ resident, architect, member of Design
Review Committee)

             3. Wig Zamore (Mystic View Task Force leader, co-chair CAC, development consultant),    
                    Bill Cavellini (co-chair USNC, community activist, architectural background),
                    Renée Scott (USQ resident, green and open space advocate)

The Somerville Planning Department assigned Sunayana ("Sue") Thomas to attend the work-
shop.  She functioned primarily as an observer.

Subsequently, on August 13, Philip Parsons presented the three designs to the Built
Environment Committee of the USNC, using a PowerPoint presentation, also available on the
USNC site.  After extensive discussion, attendees voted unanimously in favor of a resolution to
endorse the underlying principles of the Group 1 design.  The USNC will consider this resolution
at its meeting on August 15.
 
Brief written statements by each group describing the intent of their schemes follow. 
 

http://unionsquareneighborhoodcouncil.org/41-bec-committee/152-2018-08-13-d2-alternative-design-proposals
http://unionsquareneighborhoodcouncil.org/images/docs/180813-D2%20Site%20Design%20Alternatives.pdf


Team 1 Statement 
• This scheme steps back and reconsiders the massing of buildings and location of 

public space on the D2 block, prioritizing a direct at-grade connection between the T 
stop and Union Square and orienting residential buildings around an 
active, expansive central park space. 

 
• The basic premise of the scheme is that all 290 parking spaces can be located on one 

level below grade, which appears possible if a one level garage extends under the 
majority of the D2.1 and D2.2-3 blocks.  With further study, it may be possible to 
grade the site so that the southern portion of the garage is only a half level below 
grade.  We recognize that below grade parking is a significant challenge due to 
contaminated soil and a high water table, but believe it is possible that the value it 
creates has the potential to offset this.  A below grade garage will provide a direct 
connection for all residential buildings as well as the commercial building, something 
that was not possible in prior schemes.  It would be accessed by a ramp in both the 
residential and commercial buildings.  It also allows for an increase in the amount of 
residential and commercial square footage above grade, and allows for the creation 
of a great public space that will truly add value to buildings on the D2 block and the 
rest of Union Square, including other redevelopment blocks.  

 
• The plan rationalizes vehicular and pedestrian circulation on the site and between 

this block and surrounding blocks by reorienting the road between D2.1 and D2.2-
3.  By moving the intersection with Prospect St away from the busy intersection of 
Prospect and Somerville Ave, this road becomes much more functional.  It also 
creates a larger block on D2.1, which provides for greater flexibility in building 
massing and the potential to increase the GSF from 178,000 closer to the 210,000 SF 
permitted by zoning.  A mid-block crosswalk provides for a pedestrian connection to 
D4 and D6, which is critical to the future success of those sites.  

 
• The residential tower remains the same size as previously proposed, but the podium 

buildings have been expanded and broken into two separate buildings.  This appears 
to allow for an increase of approximately 50,000 GSF as compared to the prior 
scheme. 

 
• Prospect Street sidewalks are enhanced and activated through ground floor retail in

the commercial building and western residential building, which has the potential to
front onto both the open space and Prospect Street.  Locating ground floor retail
along a more traditional sidewalk on Prospect Street also provides greater
visibility than do prior schemes, helping ensure the success of these spaces.  The
ground floor of the western residential building may contain retail, but could also
contain active indoor amenity spaces for building occupants and also creates the po-
tential for ground floor townhouse units or units with separate exterior entrances.



Team 2 Statement 
 
Development of concept for improving civic space on Prospect, access to station, sightlines,
possible connectivity to garage roof

• The grade change from intersection of Prospect and Somerville Ave to the overpass
at the tracks allows for a 1:20 sloping sidewalk for much of this length. This would
allow for a single barrier-free circulation zone of a generous width, with no handrails
or ramps required.

• This sidewalk along Prospect St should be as wide as possible, by cantilevering over
the plaza if necessary, and integrating this structure into the plaza design.

• It is important that where the alley intersects Prospect St between D2.2 and 2.1 the
sidewalk is privileged, with a table-style curb cut. In addition, retail storefronts and
street furnishings should turn the corner to sublimate the loading and service
functions at the street frontage.

• Program the roof of the parking garage with at least 50% public uses (for instance,
multipurpose field, tennis or basketball courts).

• Public zone at south, private at north (accessible from D2.2).
• Increase garage floor-to-floor heights to more realistically accommodate future

conversion to another use (14’, 11’, 11’). Garage roof = +36 if grade = 0 on that
parcel.

• Provide a connection from Prospect Street (immediately north of the station) to
the garage roof, adjacent to where stairs drop down to T from street.

• Provide elevator service from this bridge to platform for T customers coming from
the south. The proposed position of the bridge allows for the elevator to be
embedded into building D2.3, somewhere along its southern facade. Elevator
service to the platform is critical for equitable accessibility to the station for users
approaching from the south.

• A bridge will need to slope up along part of its length (again, a 1:20 slope appears
feasible) to reach a garage rooftop at +36. This could be done east of the elevator,
so the bridge could be level from street to elevator.

• The gap between residential buildings D2.2 and 2.3 could be a shared exterior
deck (for residents) that overlooks the Prospect St civic space, mirroring the
character of the bridge described above.  It could also provide a passage for 2.3
residents to access the private garage rooftop, via 2.2

• Because the stair and grade cascade down to the T platform, one would have a
view south on Prospect from Union Square to the T platform below the bridge.  A
large sculpture or other focal point could be located adjacent to train platform to
take advantage of this design feature.

 



Concepts discussed but not developed graphically:
• Pull back D1.1 and 2.1 building facades from Prospect St more to allow wider view

to Post Office.
• Develop interior civic space in D1.1 such that it has a dialog with post office and

fire station, creating a civic locus for the Square, visible from the T station.
• Creating a connection from the Allen St neighborhood to the public space atop the

garage, perhaps via an open stair near the SE corner of the garage.
 
Team 3 Statement 
 

Remove parking from the center of D2 to an efficient 120 x 500 underground parking facility 
with two levels, parallel to Prospect Street, opening up potential for significant public green 
and/or plaza space at the heart of D2, and respecting the future re-development of Allen, 
Linden and Merriam Streets between D2 in Union Square and the Target re-development 
area.  This approach has the advantage of removing GLX users and D2 visitors from the 
brutal environmental exposures that will persist for decades on Prospect Street.  It also may 
hold potential for adding more valuable above grade land use volume to the US2 
development.  And most importantly, D2, the critical gateway linking the new T-Stop and 
the center of Union Square could contain the best and most valuable public open space in 
the district. 

 


